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Introduction
Key Insights
•

Covid-19 Shifts Demand: Southeast Asians’ growing need to stay healthy and
comfortable with daily wear have translated to strong demand for running gear
and yoga wear. At the same time, they also demand for value in purchases.

•

Women on the Rise: Women’s category for running outperformed men’s in
terms of sell-out growth at +55% vs. +28% in the last 6 months, against the
previous period (Apr – Sep 2020 versus Oct 2019 – Mar 2020).

•

Sustainability Awareness: Activewear products containing recycled materials
have doubled in the past 6 months.

The pro-longed Covid-19 pandemic has given rise to running and other forms of
exercise including home fitness regimes. This new norm coupled with the existing
demand for activewear to be worn as daily wear, have led consumers in Southeast
Asia to spend more on the segment as it enters essential consumption.
While athleisure-inspired and performance footwear leads activewear in the region,
there are opportunities in the other categories. This report shares the five next
growth opportunities of activewear, in a region that will become the world’s fourthlargest economy worth approximately $4 trillion USD by the next decade.
Exactly 69,121 data points were analysed from October 2019 to September 2020 (last
12 months) on womenswear and menswear from Nike, Adidas, Under Armour, New
Balance and Puma, including both mono-brand and multi-label retailer sites such as
Zalora, Bobobobo and Sports Direct across Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia.

All data used in this report comes from products retailing online as tracked by Omnilytics,
unless otherwise mentioned.

ADIDAS SINGAPORE HOMEPAGE ON MAY 8, 2020
AS CAPTURED BY OMNILYTICS’ VISUAL MERCHANDISING SOLUTION
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The Region’s Strong Sell-Out
Performance
The international activewear brands in the region have launched successful
marketing activities, limited edition capsules and localised assortments that convert
to sell-outs.
Under Armour Led Growth
Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia saw a combined increased in sell-out of 32% in
the last 6 months from April to September 2020 against the previous 6 months
(October 2019 to March 2020), on the back of marginal newness (Chart 1).
While Adidas and Nike remain the region’s most popular brands, the last 6 months
observed the biggest online sell-out growth by Under Armour (+79%), Puma (+53%)
and in third place, Adidas (+26%). The top performing categories were Shorts,
Accessories and Sports Bras, which differed from sweatpants and hoodies that are
trending in the western markets.
Malaysia Drove The Highest Sell-Out, Then Singapore
The brands traded with a combined 47% and 43% sell-out rates in Malaysia and
Singapore respectively, amidst growing competition from the local brands.

Indonesia recorded the least growth in the region, given the uncertainty surrounding
the second partial lockdown, which commenced in September.
The subsequent pages will focus on the five opportunities of growth in the region,
where apparel brands of other segments can also leverage and adapt as relevant.

CHART 1: SOUTHEAST ASIA ACTIVEWEAR ONLINE TRADE PERFORMANCE IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS
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#1 Full Price Opportunity for
Men’s Shorts
While workout bottoms have generally experienced a boom globally, men’s Shorts in
the Southeast Asian region drove 50% sell-out in the last 6 months, a 44% increment
year-on-year and tailed closely behind Tops. Its huge increase in replenished SKUs at
97% versus the previous period, led to strong full price sell-out contribution at 52%
and 16% higher median price.
Premium Running Shorts
Bestsellers were dominated by running shorts, but more interestingly, the demand
came from higher price points.

Nike and Under Armour were the go-to brands for 2-in-1 and performance shorts in
the USD 50 – 70 price range (Chart 2). On the flip side, Puma failed to drive any sellout in the same price range.
Must-Haves
New Balance’s popular essential shorts along with Adidas’ graphic shorts were
driving strong sell-out in the good tier, USD 30 – 40 price range.

CHART 2: SOUTHEAST ASIA FULL PRICE DISTRIBUTION WITH SELL-OUT FOR MEN’S SHORTS IN THE LAST 6
MONTHS
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CHART 3: FULL PRICE BESTSELLERS BY INDIVIDUAL MARKET FROM USD 30 - 70

Bestsellers by Market
Overall, the best-selling products were largely dominated by Nike, Adidas and Under
Armour.

INDONESIA

#1 Full Price Opportunity for
Men’s Shorts (cont’d)

While majority of these SKUs were best for running, the lifestyle and training shorts

MALAYSIA

SINGAPORE

by Adidas were also preferred by consumers.
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CHART 4: SOUTHEAST ASIA TRADE MOVEMENT ON RUNNING IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS

#2 Women’s Greater Growth in
Running
While menswear traditionally drives a bigger share of the revenue in activewear, the
women’s segment has witnessed a significant growth in the region in recent times,
owing to the increasing participation in fitness activities as well as the demand for
lifestyle sportswear.
With fitness centres closed during the lockdown, outdoor running has seen a
resurgence. Omnilytics data shows products for Running had a sell-out growth
exceeding the total average at 37%, with womenswear surpassing men’s at +55% vs.
+28%. Singapore was leading the pack on this front, with 55% more sell-out in the
last 6 months.

The running segment also saw a 12% uplift in median price, largely driven by
stronger full price sell-out contribution. Top categories with above average sell-out
at full price were Accessories, Shorts and Outerwear, on top of Shoes. The preferred
brands were Adidas, New Balance, and Under Armour.

SKUS WITH HIGH SELL-OUT AT FULL PRICE BY PERFORMING SUBCATEGORY
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CHART 5: SOUTHEAST ASIA TRADE MOVEMENT ON YOGA IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS

#3 Affordable Yoga Outfits
Despite a smaller assortment width compared to Running, Yoga achieved huge
growth of 87% in terms of sell-out in the last 6 months. While the sport dipped as
countries flexed lockdown conditions in June, the trend picked up again in August
and is expected to continue its growth trajectory as an indoor regime and with men’s
increasing participation.
Singapore topped the region with the biggest sell-out growth followed by Indonesia.
However, both markets have seen their respective median price declined by more
than 10%, in tandem with the increase in discounted products.

Consumers are demanding for more affordable yoga apparel, fuelled further by
growing competition from local brands with entry prices starting at USD 15. While
accelerating the awareness on the benefits of yoga practice, the pandemic has also
forced consumers to focus on value consumption.
A recent report by Facebook and Bain & Company on Southeast Asia digital
consumer trends shared that 57% of consumers now prioritise value in purchases,
with Singapore more pronounced at 68%.
WOMEN’S SPORTS BRAS & MEN’S BOTTOMS WITH HIGH SELL-OUT AT FULL PRICE
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CHART 6: INDONESIA TRADE ANALYSIS BY BRAND IN THE LAST 6 MONTHS (APR – SEP, 2020)

#4 Growing Demand for New Balance
in Indonesia
Best known as part of the ‘dad shoe’ trend, New Balance sneakers are regaining
popularity as seen on instragram, with endorsements by the likes of Kate Middleton
and model Kaia Gerber. Our data shows that the brand was driving out more than
just sneakers.
Strong Full Price Demand
Zooming in on Indonesia, the brand achieved a good sell-out rate, supported by 53%
full price contribution - the highest amongst the 5 brands (Chart 6). The demand was
mainly driven by sneakers, particularly ‘Made in USA’ ones as offered by Bobobobo.

Missed Opportunities

CHART 7: INDONESIA CATEGORY COMPOSITION ANALYSIS FOR THE LAST 6 MONTHS VS. PREVIOUS PERIOD

A deep-dive analysis on its category performance revealed that the brand had 8%
In Stock

less products in the last 6 months compared to the previous period. With marginally
lesser products, its sell-out has suffered gravely with a decline of 20%, signalling the
presence of strong demand. Shoes, Tops & T-Shirts and Shorts were clear missed
opportunities, with sell-out contributions higher than the number of in-stock
respectively (Chart 7).

Without a dedicated brand site in the country, unlike its Singapore and Malaysia
counterparts, New Balance have missed out on the acceleration of digitisation in
Indonesia’s booming internet economy, which is expected to grow over 3-fold from
2019.

Out of Stock
SKU contribution
in count & %
Increase/decrease
vs. previous
period in %
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CHART 8: TREND PERFORMANCE FOR SHOES BASED ON KEYWORD ‘RECYCLED’

#5 Sustainable Footwear
As consumers become more aware and educated about the environmental concerns
associated with goods produced by brands, Omnilytics detected rising demand for
sustainable shoes in activewear.
Products with recycled materials have doubled in the recent 6 months, with
opportunity in Shoes driving 86% full price sell-out rate against total categories’ at
53% (Chart 8).
Nike is leading this innovation, followed by Adidas and Puma, with more brands
jumping on the bandwagon to make sustainable sneakers from recycled and
renewable materials.

BESTELLERS
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Key Next Steps
Spot Opportunities with Data: Sports goes on while the world continues to grapple with rising Covid19 cases and the second wave of partial lockdown imposed on Indonesia and Malaysia. While
uncertainty lingers, brands should remain agile to still meet available demand.
With data-backed analysis derived from Omnilytics’ fashion market insights tool, brands can optimise
existing assortment, price and distribution channels. Based on the five opportunities identified,
brands can immediately take the necessary actions. For example, re-assort women’s running head-totoe gear to the right channel, replenish men’s shorts to capitalise on full price revenue and review the
pricing architecture of yoga ranges with visibility into the competitors’ pricing. Concurrently, begin
planning to capitalise on these growth opportunities for future intakes.

Ensure Market Relevance: We discovered that yoga outfits sold better in Singapore than in Malaysia
and Indonesia, while New Balance’s current trade indicated greater potential for expansion in
Indonesia. It is important to understand local relevance, not only at market level but also at channel
or store level to accurately meet consumer demand.
Monitor Women’s: Growing aggressively, women’s continue to see opportunities. Nike launched its
first maternity line in September this year and the move has sparked speculation on whether its close
competitors will follow suit.
Value-for-Money: Southeast Asians now prioritise value in purchases more than the pre-Covid era,
according to a report by Facebook and Bain & Company. International brands must tailor assortments
to meet the new consumer trend to remain relevant. This is more critical for the yoga range as data
pointed to the decline in median price and increased discounts, amidst growing competition from
local brands.

Instagram @zara
Credit: Nike’s ad campaign

Definition of Key Metrics
Metric

Description

SKUs or SKU Count or Total Product

The total count of stock keeping unit (SKU) i.e. the number of styles that a brand offers. In the report context, it is the total product count within a data set.

Popularity Score

Popularity score takes into account product age, replenishment factor and discount rate over time.

Trend Score

Trend score is the average popularity score in the last 6 months. It is the difference in popularity score between current category and all categories. If current category
score is above all categories average, the line will be green, and the score will be positive. The more popular a category relative to other categories is, the higher is the
score. The less popular categories will be red, with a negative score.

Median Price

Refers to the price of the product at the mid point of the data set.

New-In

The products that are newly added to the retail website within the timeframe selected.

New-In Contribution

Calculated by adding the number of new-in product count over the total new-in count within a data set.

Discounted

The products that were listed with a markdown within the time frame selected.

Sell-Out

A product registers a sell-out event when it is indicated as out-of-stock or no longer published on the website.

Sell-Out Rate

Calculated by dividing the number of out-of-stock product count over the total product count within a data set.

Sell-Out Rate at Full Price

Signals consumers’ willingness to pay at full price. It is calculated by dividing the number of out-of-stock product count at full price over the total number of out-ofstock product count.

Sell-Out Contribution

Calculated by dividing the number of sell-out product count over the total sell-out count within a data set.

www.omnilytics.co

Get in touch
Omnilytics is a fashion analytics company that helps brands and retailers – born to make data accessible and insights actionable so
that businesses can make decisions with confidence and speed. At the core of what Omnilytics does is the belief that information is
power; pairing deep industry expertise and ground-breaking technical innovation to bolster businesses’ agility with data-driven
insights.
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